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Abstract
Today’s trend of building ever larger languagemodels (LLMs),
while pushing the performance of natural language pro-
cessing, adds significant latency to the inference stage. We
observe that due to the diminishing returns of adding pa-
rameters to LLMs, a smaller model could make the same
prediction as a costly LLM for a majority of queries. Based
on this observation, we design Tabi, an inference system
with a multi-level inference engine that serves queries using
small models and optional LLMs for demanding applications.
Tabi is optimized for discriminative models (i.e., not genera-
tive LLMs) in a serving framework. Tabi uses the calibrated
confidence score to decide whether to return the accurate
results of small models extremely fast or re-route them to
LLMs. For re-routed queries, it uses attention-based word
pruning and weighted ensemble techniques to offset the sys-
tem overhead and accuracy loss. We implement and evaluate
Tabi with multiple tasks and models. Our result shows that
Tabi achieves 21%-40% average latency reduction (with com-
parable tail latency) over the state-of-the-art while meeting
LLM-grade high accuracy targets.

1 Introduction
Transformer-based language models, such as BERT [18],
have achieved strong performance in various natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) tasks. One key to their advancement
is the sheer volume of parameters and we are seeing a trend
of building ever larger language models (LLMs) to push the
limit of NLP performance [9, 34]. LLMs are computation-
ally intensive, resulting in high inference latency [80, 89],
whereas low latency is crucial to the user experience of NLP
applications.
Given the high computational demands of LLMs, it is

common to use the cloud infrastructure to deliver their
breakthroughs [71]. Machine learning (ML) inference sys-
tems [15, 31, 57] serve incoming queries of various appli-
cations with trained deep neural networks (DNNs) on the
server. They select appropriate models for the user to meet
tasks’ accuracy and latency requirements so users do not
need to, letting users deploy trained models efficiently with-
out mastering ML or system optimizations (i.e., model-less
inference [57]).
However, the current inference systems mostly overlook

the concerning status quo of NLP: LLMs trade a huge amount

of DNN capacity for top-grade accuracy, while the return di-
minishes [11]. Studies find that the pace of model growth
far exceeds the resulting increase in model performance and
more resources are required to improve language models
by making them larger [61]. Model compression [28, 59, 75]
has attracted considerable research attention, but the con-
sequent accuracy loss prevents compressed models from
serving accuracy-demanding tasks. Adaptive inference tech-
niques (e.g., early-exit[80, 89] and token pruning [29, 74])
require special DNN designing and training, thus are hard
to fit in with today’s model-less inference systems.
When serving accuracy-demanding applications that do

require LLMs, the current inference systems select the same
models to serve all queries of a task homogeneously [31, 57].
They ignore the variance of difficulty between individual
data samples within an NLP application [10]. This is because
there is no easy way to set per-query requirements in ad-
vance. Essentially, inference systems treat each DNN query
as a black-box1 without understanding its specific needs and
focus more on resource scheduling instead.
We argue that optimizing for all queries homogeneously

when serving NLP applications is sub-optimal because the
LLMs selected could be a huge overkill for most less demand-
ing data samples. For example, we find that to serve a text
classification task with a strict accuracy target, INFaaS [57]
needs to select a highly accurate but heavy LLM. Meanwhile,
a faster model with only 1/4 of parameters can correctly
fulfill over 90% of the queries. Yet it will not get selected
for its below-target accuracy. Such huge resource overheads
following today’s trend of developing larger models moti-
vate us to revisit the coarse-grained model selection when
serving LLMs and optimize single data inference.
We propose Tabi, an inference system featuring a novel

multi-level inference engine driven by individual per-query
feedback and employing recent advances of ML to optimize
the inference latency of LLMs for discriminative tasks. Unlike
today’s inference systems that serve the whole application
with the samemodels, Tabi incorporates multiple DNNs each
optimized for efficiency or accuracy to handle heterogeneous
queries within a task and avoid invoking the costly LLMs
when smaller models can suffice.

1The previous white-box DNN inference engine [45] focuses on a different
aspect of reusing low-level operations to improve computational efficiency.
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In Tabi, each query will first go through a level of effi-
cient DNN, obtaining predictions and a confidence score
well-calibrated with temperature scaling [32] that accurately
indicates the inference quality. We use a probability-based
dispatcher to decide a query’s DNN capacity: For a majority
of highly confident predictions, we directly return the re-
sults and achieve extremely low inference latency; if not sure,
Tabi re-routes those challenging queries to the next level of
a more advanced model for high-quality inference (§4.1).
Tabi employs ML techniques and reuses results of the

small model to optimize the system overhead of occasionally
running extra DNNs. For re-routed queries, we directly prune
the words that contribute little to the task from the input data
using the previous DNN’s attention weights [69], offsetting
the small model’s overhead by reducing the LLM’s latency
instead (§4.2). Attention weights are intermediate variables
of language models. An encoded token is semantically im-
portant if it receives a lot of attention from other tokens [79].
Since natural language is highly redundant (due to less mean-
ingful elements such as prepositions and punctuation marks),
removing low-attentionwords can accelerate inferencewhile
keeping accuracy [29, 74]. When outputting the results, Tabi
further improves the LLM’s accuracy by combining existing
predictions using weighted ensemble without requiring ex-
tra DNN computations (§4.3). Through designs inspired by
recent advances of ML/NLP, Tabi achieves fine-grained im-
provements over state-of-the-art (SOTA) inference systems.

We abstract a set of Tabi model levels and configurations
as a model candidate, which is logically equivalent to single
models and compatible with inference scaling systems (e.g.,
INFaaS). Meanwhile, we focus on single data inference (i.e.,
each query runs separately), which is fundamental to live
data analytics and can benefit complex workloads [73]. To
navigate the large optimization space brought about by the
general system architecture, Tabi conducts efficient offline
profiling to generate differently optimized candidates and
selects the optimal candidate for incoming tasks (§5).
We evaluate Tabi using multiple NLP benchmarks and

popular language models. Tabi achieves a 21%-40% reduc-
tion on average latency and good tail performance compared
to SOTA inference systems while meeting the LLM-grade
demanding accuracy targets. Tabi can work together with
ML-optimized models (e.g., via compression) by using them
in candidates and can switch to them for relaxed accuracy
targets. Compared to ML research on adaptive inference
(e.g., early-exit[80, 89] and token pruning [29, 74]), Tabi can
accelerate various generic language models for model-less
inference and achieve even better performance without re-
quiring customization and extra training for every model.

To summarize, the contributions of Tabi include: (1) propos-
ing the first inference system for the resource overhead issue
among increasingly large language models; (2) designing an
efficient multi-level system empowered byML advancements
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Figure 1. Each color-filled bar’s right edge shows its accu-
racy. A bar’s width shows the accuracy improvement over
the previous smaller DNNs, i.e., the percentage of queries
that can be correctly served by a model but not by the ones
on its left. The height shows the model size. The gray area
is the resource overheads compared to an ideal scenario.

that achieves significant latency reduction while meeting de-
manding accuracy targets; and (3) optimizing for generality
across models without requiring customization.

2 Background and Motivation
2.1 Resource Overhead of LLMs
We are in the paradigm of large language models (LLMs)
today. BERT [18], published in 2018, impressively improved
the GLUE (General Language Understanding Evaluation)
benchmark consisting of 9 tasks [72] from no higher than 69
out of 100 to 80. Since then, masked language modeling [18]
proposed by BERT and other self-supervised pre-training
objectives enable the utilization of large-scale datasets con-
sisting of billions of words.
Learning from massive amounts of data to substantially

understand the language requires large-scale models. For ex-
ample, BERT-large with 340 million parameters was one of
the largest DNNs when proposed. Switch Transformer [24]
uses more than a trillion parameters to achieve SOTA re-
sults on several cognitive tasks. In recent years, LLMs with
the attention mechanism [69] and similar architectures as
BERT have passed the human baseline and pushed the GLUE
leaderboard above 90.

On the other hand, achieving SOTA performance requires
more and more computational resources while the return is
diminishing [61]. For example, a SOTA Transformer model
spends 50% of its training footprint solely to achieve a de-
crease of 0.3 of the error rate [53]; the recent DeBERTa [35]
uses 36× more parameters than ALBERT [43] but only im-
proves the accuracy by 6%. GPT-3 [13], which has 175 billion
parameters, 100× of its predecessor, suggests that the current
LLMs “may eventually run into the limits of the pre-training
objective”.
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Figure 1a shows the accuracies and sizes of five DNNs from
small to large for text classification. We can see that the ac-
curacy improvements over previous models (widths of bars)
become less noticeable even when adding more parameters
(height differences of bars). Our finding echoes sustainable
ML research that alarms the vast carbon footprint of training
and deploying LLMs [61, 65]. Research also suggests that for
less demanding tasks, especially on edge devices, such large
DNNs are not necessary when much smaller models might
suffice [27, 70].

The NLP status quo of developing larger models will cause
huge resource overheads when delivering their SOTA perfor-
mance using the current DNN inference systems. To under-
stand the issue, let us look at how they serve a text classifi-
cation task (SST-2 [72]) with a target accuracy of 95% in Fig-
ure 1a. To meet the demanding target (vertical dashed line),
the inference system chooses RoBERTa-large from available
trained models, which has an accuracy of 96.3% and 355 mil-
lion parameters. The workload’s resource usage is generally
equivalent to the area of the whole figure, serving all queries
(width) with the selected DNN’s capacity (height).

However, when analyzing the results post hoc, we find that
other more efficient models can make the exact prediction as
RoBERTa-large does for over 90% of queries (e.g., DistilBERT,
the second smallest model in Figure 1a, has an accuracy of
91%), although none of them meet the accuracy target to get
selected (see how model selection works in §2.2).
Ideally speaking, if a query can be served correctly by a

small model, we should not invoke larger ones.2 This sce-
nario is similar to going through amulti-level feedback queue
(MLFQ) of models from small to large as Figure 1b while
knowing the shortcut (the dashed arrows) to the right level.
Thus, the optimal resource usage of a workload is the lower
right area of all bars in Figure 1a, which is only 11% of the
actual usage! We define easy queries as those obtaining the
same results no matter served with small or large DNNs.
While the left gray area is the overhead of unnecessarily
serving easy queries with over-powerful LLMs.
In reality, we do not know a query’s minimum require-

ments beforehand, and thus there is no shortcut to the most
efficient model; besides, going through multiple models adds
extra latency. This is why the current inference systems
match performance targets at an application level and fo-
cus on resource/model scaling instead. Nevertheless, the
remarkable potential of latency reduction, cost saving, and
environmental impact motivates us to optimize the inference
of each single query for LLMs in a model-less system.

2.2 DNN Inference Systems
Recent inference systems [31, 57] let users only specify high-
level performance requirements (e.g., accuracy and latency

2As the Occam’s razor principle goes, entities should not be multiplied beyond
necessity.

for a sentiment analysis task) rather than specific models and
deploy trained models without mastering ML or system op-
timizations, termed as model-less inference. The system first
selects appropriate resources (e.g., GPU or CPU) and DNNs
(e.g., optimized for accuracy or efficiency) from registered
models. Then it routes queries to the selected models, runs
DNN inference, and returns the results. This paper focuses
on model selection and single data inference. In addition,
inference systems can also scale the resources and models
to adapt to workload changes.

The current inference systemsmake various optimizations.
INFaaS [57] selects the best single models automatically opti-
mized for different devices and batch sizes for inference and
quickly adapts to workload changes. Cocktail [31] employs
ensemble learning with multiple small models to reduce la-
tency through parallel execution; it also dynamically adjusts
model ensembles to minimize cost.
SOTA inference systems set performance targets for an

application and select models to serve the whole workload
homogeneouslywithout inspectingwhether the selectedmod-
els are overkill for individual queries. Although Cocktail [31]
has a monitoring process using ground-truth labels which
are rare for real-world tasks, it cannot achieve fine-grained
model selection. This one-model-fits-all design is not a con-
cerning problem for many tasks when the DNN performance
improves notably as the model grows larger (i.e., less per-
query overheads), which is not the case for LLMs.
We observe an apparent variance of needs for DNN ca-

pacity within an NLP application: The natural workload is
a mix of difficult and easy samples and many easy samples
can be served correctly by a much smaller language model.
ML research has been exploring the variance in training and
inference settings: Hard sample mining [37, 63] spends more
training resources on complex data, and adaptive predic-
tion [10, 68, 80] develops specialized DNNs that only run
early layers for easy data. Tabi tackles the overhead issue of
serving LLMs from a model-less inference perspective.

2.3 Pay Attention to Transformers
Tabi focuses on serving discriminative LLMs including BERT
and 25 of the 30 most downloaded models [2]. Such models
summarize the inputs, learn unique proprieties, and make
predictions, which are different from generative models that
generate new tokens like GPT-3 [13] and machine transla-
tion [69]. Such pre-trained language models power various
NLP tasks that feed on encoded text representation, includ-
ing non-Latin [16], programming code [25], and clinical [36]
languages, such as sentiment analysis [48], natural language
inference [72], question answering [54], and applications
including review understanding [81] and content moder-
ation [58]. Tabi does not optimize for generative models
whose Transformer decoder architecture does not support
our confidence score and word pruning design.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the attention module in BERT, which
is similar to those in other language models.

Language model architecture. Discriminative language
models consist of a series of Transformer encoder blocks. We
first turn words into a numeric representation. Language
models split an input sentence into sub-word tokens and
map them to numeric vectors before feeding them to the
Transformer blocks. This step is called tokenization. A Trans-
former block is a particular neural network: As shown in
Figure 2, the input vector will go through a self-attention
module [69] connected to a feed-forward network (FFN). The
inputs of attention consist of Query (𝑄), Key (𝐾 ), and Value
(𝑉 ) with the same dimension (𝑑𝑘 ), obtained by multiplying
the input vector by their weights, each split into multiple
heads. 𝑄𝐾𝑉 are transformed into the intermediate attention
output. Then, an FFN will apply to the attention output and
produce input for the next Transformer block. This process
will repeat as going through the hidden layers of LLMs.

Attention mechanism. Language models build on the
attention mechanism. Conceptually, attention encodes the
relationship between tokens, generates context-dependent
embeddings, and lets models know the relevant tokens when
processing a vector. First, we calculate 𝑄𝐾𝑇 /

√
𝑑𝑘 to produce

the attention score, which shows how close two tokens are
related. Intuitively, attention works like searching and re-
trieving in a database, which is why it uses scaled dot-product
to measure the similarity between tokens represented by 𝑄
and 𝐾 . Then we apply softmax to obtain the attention weight
of a query to enlarge the score for highly-related token pairs.
Multiplying the attention weights with 𝑉 gives the result of
one head. To summarize, the attention mechanism works as:

𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑄,𝐾,𝑉 ) = 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑄𝐾
𝑇

√
𝑑𝑘

)𝑉 (1)
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Figure 3. The attention weight matrix and the importance
vector. Tokens with top-50% weights are in bold. They are
more important to the task. Special tokens are omitted.

The multi-headed mechanism concatenates the output of
each attention head and lets the model focus on different
positions in parallel [51].

Attention weights. The attention weight 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑄𝐾
𝑇

√
𝑑𝑘

)
normalizes the “attention” paid from one token to all the
other tokens in an input sequence to a probability distribu-
tion that sums to 1 (rows in Figure 3). Thus summing up
the attention weights received from all tokens will produce
an importance vector (bottom of Figure 3), in which more
impactful tokens that elicit more attention have higher weights.

For example, Figure 3 shows the attention weight matrix
of an input sentence produced by a sentiment analysis BERT
model. Tokens that express strong emotion (e.g., “beautifully”
and “enjoyable”) have the highest weights in the importance
vector, while adpositions (e.g., “and” and “to”) receive the
least attention. Nevertheless, all tokens, whether important
or not, contribute to the computational complexity of atten-
tion quadratically regarding the sequence length [69].
ML research finds that dropping unimportant vectors

across layers can reduce computation cost [29, 74] but they
require specially designed and trained models. Tabi acceler-
ates generic LLMs without code modification or re-training
by directly reducing the input data size (rather than per-layer
pruning) using the attention weights available in the system.

3 Tabi Overview
Motivated by the huge overheads of serving LLMs with to-
day’s model-less inference systems and new optimization
opportunities brought about by the attention mechanism,
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Tabi proposes a novel multi-level inference engine to achieve
fine-grained latency reduction efficiently for generic models
driven by real-time per-query feedback.

Figure 4 illustrates the workflow and components of Tabi.
The model repository stores the trained DNNs submitted
and maintained by the user. Tabi conducts offline profiling
to obtain the statistics of single models and various multi-
level DNN configurations (i.e., candidates, details in §5). For a
new task with performance targets, the controller selects the
optimal candidate and runs DNN inference on the worker.
The inference control logic consists of the three modules in
§4 and manages the DNNs used on the worker. We make
contributions in model selection and single data inference
while the design of Tabi has no substantial difficulty to work
with resource/model scaling systems [31, 57].

Model repository. Tabi maintains a model repository that
stores the registered DNNs and their metadata, including
the accuracy, inference latency, memory utilization, and in-
termediate results including attention weights and softmax
outputs. In addition to single models, we efficiently profile
various configurations of Tabi formed by available models
and view them as logical model candidates.

Model selection. As discussed in §2.1, the theoretically
ideal solution ignores the prohibitively large cost of enumer-
ating all DNNs to find the perfectly fitting one for a single
query. To handle this in practice, Tabi generates differently
optimized candidates to bound
the overhead and balance the performance. For queries

of a specific task, Tabi selects the optimal model candidate
regarding the the target and runs inference. We further elab-
orate the criterion in §5.

4 Multi-Level Inference Engine
The core of Tabi is a novel multi-level inference engine that
employs both efficient and highly accurate DNNs to serve
heterogeneous NLP queries with corresponding resources,
as shown in Figure 5. In addition to the DNNs, the inference
engine includes (1) a probability-based dispatcher that uses
the calibrated confidence score to return accurate predictions
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Get softmax outputs, 
attention weights, and 
calibrated confidence.

Return or 
dispatch query 

with a probability.

Run LLM faster; 
Get softmax 

outputs.
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softmax 
outputs

return
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Figure 5. Overview of multi-level inference engine with two
model levels. 3 system modules are highlighted. Generated
variables are in italic, and system decisions are in bold.

fast; (2) input data pruning using existing attention weights
to accelerate LLM inference for re-routed queries and reduce
system overheads; and (3) a weighted multi-level ensemble
of activated models to further increase the final accuracy.

Compared to ML-native optimizations. Tabi concep-
tually echoes the ML research on adaptive inference (e.g.,
early-exit[80, 89] and token pruning [29, 74]) in terms of
consuming only necessary DNN resources. We find that let-
ting a DNN decide which layer to return results or which
tokens to drop requires non-trivial and, more importantly,
per-model non-scalable labor, including modification to the
model architecture and additional training efforts. This is not
ideal because the booming of pre-trained language models
and model-less inference systems were meant to save efforts
for both ML development and deployment. Instead, Tabi
achieves low inference latency with DNNs straight from
model zoos without customization. Tabi implements the
attention-aware multi-level design at the system level in-
spired by ML advancements, so that we can directly serve
generic or generated models (e.g., via compression [28]) with
optimized performance and usability of model-less inference.
We evaluate Tabi compared to early-exit and optimized sin-
gle models in §7.5.

4.1 Probabilistic Dispatcher
In applications that handle complex natural languages, DNNs
should not only be accurate but also need to indicate when
they are likely to be incorrect. In Tabi, returning the incorrect
results of small models early could nullify any advantages of
LLMs and risk the violation of accuracy targets. We design
a probabilistic dispatcher to decide when to return outputs
early and when to continue the inference.
A straightforward way to get the confidence of predic-

tion is using the softmax probability, which sums to 1. This
method is used by the popular Hugging Face deployment
pipeline [22] and its model zoo. The probability of a class 𝑖
among the set of all classes 𝐾 is calculated as:

𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 ) = 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑠𝑖 ) =
exp (𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑠𝑖 )∑
𝑗 ∈𝐾 exp (𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑗 )

(2)
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Figure 6. Confidence score buckets and their average ac-
curacy for SST-2 (left). Confidence calibration allows us to
make accurate dispatching decisions. Our re-routing proba-
bility curve (right) can balance the accuracy and efficiency.

where 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑠 is the raw model output.
However, modern DNNs, including language models, are

“over-confident” [17, 32]. In our test, small models constantly
make predictions with softmax probabilities over 0.9, which
are higher than their actual accuracies; besides, even wrong
predictions are often made with high softmax probabilities.
In the left part of Figure 6, we group the results of a bi-

nary classification workload by confidence score (Equation 2,
range from 0.5 to 1) into five buckets and show their average
accuracies as the patterned orange bars. The red diagonal
line illustrates the ideal relationship between the confidence
score and the actual inference accuracy when they are equal.
Clearly, they do not match and high softmax probabilities
(i.e., above 0.8) do not guarantee high accuracies, making it
hard to understand the inference quality.
To dispatch queries reliably and balance accuracy and

efficiency, we use temperature scaling [32] to calibrate the
softmax confidence score 𝑐𝑜𝑛(𝑦) so that it can match the
actual inference accuracy:

𝑐𝑜𝑛(𝑦) = max
∀𝑖∈𝐾

exp (𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑠𝑖/𝑇 )∑
𝑗 ∈𝐾 exp (𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑗/𝑇 )

(3)

where 𝑇 is the temperature set through a quick fitting.
As a result, the calibrated confidence score (blue bars in

Figure 6) matches the ideal distribution of accuracy, provid-
ing Tabi reliable basis to decide when to return the correct
results of the efficient model level quickly.
Calibrating with Equation 3 does not require DNN re-

training. A quick fitting that minimizes the negative log-
likelihood loss can set the optimal𝑇 . We calibrate the trained
models in the model repository together with the offline
profiling. We use appropriate techniques such as multi-class
calibration [42] and regression calibration [41].

With the calibrated confidence score 𝑐𝑜𝑛(𝑦), we define the
probability of re-routing a query to the next level in Equa-
tion 4, which is a combination of the normalized confidence,

the ReLU, and the scaled sigmoid activation functions:

𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 (𝑦) =


1
1 + exp (𝑘 · 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑐𝑜𝑛(𝑦))) 𝑐𝑜𝑛(𝑦) > 𝑐

1 𝑐𝑜𝑛(𝑦) ≤ 𝑐
,

𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑐𝑜𝑛(𝑦)) = 𝑐𝑜𝑛(𝑦) − 𝑐
1 − 𝑐 − 1

2
(4)

where 𝑐 is the cut-off threshold close to 1 and 𝑘 is a scaling
parameter for the slope of the sigmoid. Both 𝑐 and 𝑘 are
task-specific for the various distribution of difficulty vari-
ance. Tabi offline-profiles them with the DNN models and
will be set at the model selection phase to achieve optimal
performance (§5). Equation 4 combines soft probability and
hard cut-off to balance accuracy (high recall of challeng-
ing queries) and latency (high precision of re-routing). We
evaluate how hyperparameters affect different tasks in §7.4.

The right-hand side of Figure 6 illustrates Equation 4 with
𝑐 = 0.9 and two classes. For queries whose confidence is
lower than the cut-off threshold, the dispatcher always re-
routes them to the next-level model. For the more certain
queries, we use the scaled sigmoid function to prioritize those
with near-100% confidence for returning and adjust the re-
routing probability of queries whose confidence is just above
𝑐 for better accuracy (solid line). Compared to linearly de-
creasing the re-routing probability (dashed line), our scheme
can return more queries early for lower latency and achieves
higher accuracy among the returned ones.
Although the probability of returning early (area above

the solid line) seems limited, we find that the CDF of queries
(green dotted line) usually concentrates around the high-
confidence side, so the potential is huge. In our evaluation,
the dispatcher can return around 50% to 70% of the queries
after the first efficient model. This is because our model
selection process can use a competent and efficient model as
the first level to share the workload of LLMs.

4.2 Attention-Based Word Pruning
After the efficient level and dispatching, those challenging
queries still require LLMs. A concern about serving such
queries with extra small models is that re-routed queries
would increase the tail latency even though we improve the
average and median performance. On the contrary, we find
that the small model’s results can reduce the latency. We use
the real-time semantic understanding (i.e., attention weights)
of a query made by the small model to accelerate its LLM
inference by pruning unnecessary words from the input data
and offset the multi-level latency overhead.

Natural languages contain redundant tokens such as prepo-
sitions and postpositions that contribute less to the NLP
task [14, 29]. Pruning such words in a query can accelerate
inference because the computational complexity of the at-
tention mechanism grows quadratically with the sequence
length [69]. Recent ML research develops specialized DNN
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structures to adaptively prune tokens across layers based
on attention weights [29, 74]. Nevertheless, such optimiza-
tion requires specialized models and extra training, so it
does not fit into model-less inference systems. Instead, we
directly optimize the input texts of the LLM at the model
level rather than layer level through the attention weights
readily provided by the previous small model.

As introduced in §2.3, language models build on the atten-
tion mechanism, which indicates the semantic importance
of each sub-word token. We obtain the importance vector 𝐼
(as illustrated in Figure 3) of a query by extracting and accu-
mulating the attention weights of each layer and head of the
previous model, as shown in Figure 5. Attention layers and
heads handle different aspects of the language [14, 56]; thus,
accumulation makes the importance vector more reliable.
The attention weight is an intermediate variable produced
during inference, so this summation process is fast.
To select the significant tokens and generate a pruning

mask, we normalize 𝐼 to relative z-scores and convert them
to 1s and 0s (to be pruned) with a binary step:

𝑝𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑒_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑘 (𝐼 ) =
{

1 𝐼 > 𝛼 · `
0 𝐼 ≤ 𝛼 · `

(5)

where ` is the mean value of 𝐼 and 𝛼 is the hyperparameter
of relative pruning degree. We set 𝛼 through model profiling
and selection (§5). We always keep special tokens.

Having the token pruning mask is not enough because dif-
ferent language models usually have different numeric rep-
resentation methods of tokens called tokenizers. For example,
some tokenizers will split and encode the word “beautifully”
into two tokens, “beautiful” and “-ly”, while others encode
it as a whole. Besides, tokenizers with different vocabular-
ies will also map the same word to different numeric word
ids. We find that the only universal data passing interface
between models is the text itself.

Our inference system should optimize for generality across
models with different architectures and embedding formats.
Instead of pruning tokens across layers [29], Tabi generates
a word pruning mask and applies it on the raw input texts to
the LLM, e.g., “this paper beautifully written enjoyabe” is the
optimized query from the toy example in Figure 3. We prune
a word only if all of its sub-word tokens are 0s in Equation 5,
using token’s positional information from the tokenizer. For
instance, if “beautiful” should be preserved while “-ly” is
masked, Tabi keeps the whole word for accuracy.

Attention-based semantic understanding is universal across
language models and we experimentally validate the cor-
rectness of word pruning using another model’s attention
weights. We find that smaller models produce similar dis-
tributions of importance vectors compared to large ones,
tested on SST-2 dataset: 89% of the top-50% important tokens
are the same between a small and a large model, indicat-
ing Tabi can maintain the necessary tokens. The difference

is that LLMs are better at clearly distinguishing high- and
low-importance tokens. Theoretical research suggests that
layers and heads in LLMs work as an ensemble of low-rank
attention layers [27, 51]; removing some (i.e., using small
models) does not drastically alter the attention outputs [56].

4.3 Weighted Multi-Level Ensemble
For those re-routed queries, rather than directly outputting
the prediction of the final-level LLM, we employ weighted
ensemble learning to combine it with the previous levels’
predictions to improve accuracy. This technique does not add
extra ML computations since all the intermediate softmax
outputs are readily available in the multi-level structure.

An ensemble is a set of models whose individual decisions
are combined with weights to make predictions jointly. It
has been proved that adding independent models, even weak
ones, to an existing large model can be more accurate than
a single large model alone because of the reduced variance
and bias [40, 49].

When the LLM outputs its results, Tabi forms an weighted
average prediction 𝑠 (𝑦) (i.e., soft voting) with existing pre-
dictions of the efficient model. For example, a two-level Tabi
configuration outputs:

𝑠 (𝑦) = 𝑤 · 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥2 (𝑦) + (1 −𝑤) · 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥1 (𝑦) (6)

where𝑤 is the weight parameter of the final LLM in the en-
semble algorithm [12]. We use the standard method to set𝑤
at the model selection stage: Weights are proportional to the
accuracy on the re-routed data during offline profiling [19].
The recent inference system Cocktail [31] proposes an

ensemble of smaller DNNs to achieve parallel execution and
reduce latency, which essentially makes LLMs shallower but
wider. Different from Cocktail, Tabi uses ensemble to make
up for the slight accuracy loss during the previous latency-
focused optimizations at almost no additional cost. Latest
biomedical research proposes to adaptively set the ensemble
weight using each data sample’s confidence score [50] which
is available in Tabi, but we find the overall improvement
limited and decide to keep the system simple.

5 Model Candidate Profiling and Selection
To navigate Tabi’s optimization space, we need to properly
configure the system, e.g., how many levels and which mod-
els should we use, how confident to return predictions early,
and how unimportant a word is for pruning. We abstract
a set of Tabi configurations as a model candidate with its
accuracy and latency performance. A candidate is logically
equivalent to other DNN serving units, e.g., single models in
INFaaS [57] and ensembles in Cocktail [31], such that Tabi
can be compatible with existing inference scaling systems.
Tabi includes an offline profiling and an online selection

process. Profiling generates a range of differently optimized
candidates. When a task arrives, Tabi selects a candidate
whose combined performance can meet the targets with the
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lowest latency. Tabi’s candidate profiling and selection gen-
erally follow the SOTA inference pipeline [31, 57] while
accommodating the internal mechanism of Tabi.

Tabi-aware offline profiling. The performance of a can-
didate is jointly decided by the base models and Tabi hy-
perparameters (e.g., 𝑐 , 𝛼 , and𝑤 ). First, we profile the regis-
tered single models using representative datasets as INFaaS
does. We save their statistics (e.g., accuracy and latency)
and Tabi-specific intermediate variables (Figure 5), including
models’ softmax outputs (#class-length vectors), calibrated
confidence scores (floats), and importance weights from at-
tention (#token-length vectors). These variables add negligi-
ble storage overheads (i.e., a few megabytes per model).

Next, we obtain the combined performance of candidates
with early stopping for efficiency. Tabi automatically gener-
ates a list of possible multi-level DNN combinations starting
from 2 levels with accuracy in ascending order using regis-
tered models. To remove impractical choices (e.g., putting
LLMs at all levels or using too many models), we only keep
candidates whose 75th tail latency is within 1.5× of the slow-
est model used. For each combination, we test a range of
hyperparameter values. For dispatcher cut-off 𝑐 , testing dif-
ferent values does not invoke additional DNN computations
because they essentially rearrange the saved softmax re-
sults. We decrease 𝑐 from 0.95 (1 means always using LLMs)
with step size 0.05 and stop when the combined accuracy is
lower than the average of the models used. We set ensemble
weight𝑤 to be proportional to each model’s accuracy (see
§4.3). Since word pruning modifies the input, profiling the
pruning scale 𝛼 requires extra rounds of DNN inference only
for LLMs. We use the saved attention weights of a represen-
tative efficient model DistilBERT and increase 𝛼 from 0.5 (0
means no pruning) with step size 0.1 to generate the pruning
mask until an LLM’s accuracy loss exceeds 2%. These designs
reduce the overhead over the standard one-time profiling
(discussed in §7.5). Finally, we save the metadata of Tabi
candidates at the model repository just like single models.

Online candidate selection. With the profiled perfor-
mance, Tabi selects candidates for online tasks using the
saved metadata from the model repository following exist-
ing criteria [57]. We choose the candidate that achieves the
lowest latency that can meet the performance target (accu-
racy and latency) of a task. Then the controller launches the
selected model instances on the worker machine to serve
queries of this application. Our work focuses on optimiz-
ing single data inference while existing resource and model
scaling systems still apply. For example, a Tabi candidate
could horizontally scale to multiple instances or vertically
switch to different internal models or parameters to handle
workload changes like single models (§7.5).

6 Implementation
Webuild Tabi using Python and libraries including PyTorch [5]
as the base ML framework, HuggingFace Transformers [4]
for the NLP toolbox and model implementations, and Torch-
Serve [7] as the inference system backbone.
Clients can send text queries to the inference REST API,

and developers can register trained DNNs using the man-
agement API, both hosted by the controller. We implement
the model selection algorithm on the controller. Each active
language model runs in a process, whether using GPU or
CPU, on the worker machine. The model repository stores
trained models on networked storage via GlusterFS [1] and
conducts offline profiling on an available worker. It saves the
metadata of candidates as Python dictionary for fast lookup
and can upgrade to distributed Redis [6] for scalability.
The multi-level inference engine is a logical entity, as

shown in Figure 4. The probabilistic dispatcher (§4.1), attention-
based word pruning (§4.2), and weighted multi-level ensem-
ble (§4.3) all reside in the controller, exchanging the control
logic and intermediate results with the DNNs on the worker.
Implementing attention-related operations uses Hugging-
Face standard APIs without requiring model changes. The
separation of control and compute ensures the scalability
of Tabi, as models for the same task do not have to run on
the same physical machine. Besides latency, a monitoring
process updates the CPU/GPU and memory utilization of the
worker to the controller for extensible resource scheduling
which is not the focus of this paper (§2.1).

7 Evaluation
We first evaluate Tabi’s overall performance of reducing in-
ference latency (including average and tail) while meeting
LLM-grade target accuracy compared to SOTA inference sys-
tems (§7.2). To demonstrate the effectiveness of Tabi’s design
choices, we dive into the candidate profiling and selection,
the three system components of the multi-level inference en-
gine (§7.3), and the impact of hyperparameters (§7.4). Finally,
we discuss the system overhead, ML-native optimizations,
and generality (§7.5). The main takeaways are:

• Tabi reduces inference latency by 21%-40% on average
for accuracy-demanding applications;

• Tabi minimizes the system overhead and achieves com-
parable tail latency performance;

• Tabi shows advantages over ML-native optimizations
and is compatible with other models/systems.

7.1 Methodology
Testbed setup. We evaluate Tabi using a server with 2

NVIDIA V100 GPUs, 40 CPU cores, and 128 GB memory,
running Ubuntu 18.04. The server is network-attached to
hard disks as the model store. The logical controller and
worker are located on the same server in our evaluation.
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Model #Parameters
(million)

Latency
(ms)

Accuracy
(%) Pf

BERT-small 28 6 72.1 6
DistilBERT* [59] 66 7 83.2 5
ALBERT* [43] 11 14 84.5 5
PruneBERT* [60] 110 15 81.2 4
DeBERTa-small 142 12 86.9 4

BERT-base [18] 110 17 84.1 4
RoBERTa-base [47] 124 19 86.3 4
DeBERTa-base [35] 184 20 88.8 3

BERT-large 340 24 86.7 2
RoBERTa-large 355 26 90.6 2
DeBERTa-large 406 29 91.3 2
DeBERTa-xlarge 886 38 91.7 1

Table 1. Summary of the language model architectures
ranked by inference latency for MNLI. The latency is the
DNN execution time. For other tasks/datasets, the relative
performance is similar. We consider the bottom four to be
LLMs because of their large sizes. A lower packing factor
(Pf ) suggests a higher per-model cost. * denotes ML-native
optimized models.

Tasks, datasets, and models. We use the GLUE bench-
mark [72], MASSIVE [26], and CLINC150 [44]. GLUE is a
standard evaluation method that covers 9 classification and
regression datasets. MASSIVE (en-US) for scenario detec-
tion and CLINC150 for intent classification each have 18 and
150 classes. The validation (dev) sets we use have mostly
thousands of data points. Each query contains a single data
sample without zero padding (i.e., batch size = 1) and arrives
after the previous one finishes. We select 12 representative
and generic language models in Table 1, ranging from highly
efficient to having top-grade accuracies. Three models noted
with * are each optimized with knowledge distillation, pa-
rameter sharing, and pruning. Most of the fine-tuned models
are publicly available [2]; if not, we fine-tune them using the
pre-trained backbone.

Model storage. The size of models in Table 1 is 32bit ×
#parameters; the model zoo also lists models’ size [2]. For ex-
ample, DistilBERT (66M), BERT-base (110M), and RoBERTa-
large (355M) each proportionally take 268MB, 440MB, and
1.43GB. Models fine-tuned for different tasks in Table 2 have
almost the same size (<1%) since the task-specific classifier
has much fewer parameters than Transformer blocks (Fig-
ure 2). Selecting from available models is a standard practice
in model-less inference [57], and not all models will be de-
ployed. Besides, inference systems are not the only user of
stored models [33, 52]. We curate various models to show
Tabi’s generality, while the user-maintained repository size
depends on users’ deployment scale. Tabi is not designed for
edge devices, as distributing models is muchmore costly [88].

Baselines. We compare Tabi with INFaaS [57] and Cock-
tail [31]. INFaaS selects the best single model, and Cocktail
forms a voting ensemble of smaller models to reduce latency.
Both systems propose resource scheduling designs, while
we focus on optimizing the latency of single data inference
and estimate the cost and supported throughput in a static
setting. We set Tabi and Cocktail to use both GPUs to execute
multiple models while INFaaS uses a single GPU.

Metrics. The main latency metric is the average DNN
inference time per query, including Tabi’s control logic. Data
pre-processing time (e.g., tokenization) is excluded because it
is a static and small factor which is highly optimized [3] but
not by Tabi. We show multiple percentiles of the inference
latency given the variance of tasks. The accuracy metric is
the percentage of queries that obtain the correct results. We
average the results of three runs. To understand the cloud
serving cost on our testbed, we use the packing factor (Pf )
introduced in Cocktail as a proxy of unit price, which is
the number of models that can be executed concurrently on
a single GPU without latency degradation (>10%). Larger
models have lower packing factors, thus the per-model cost
(1/𝑃 𝑓 ) is higher. The estimated cost of serving a dataset (𝐶)
is the sum of the product of each model (𝑚)’s cost (1/𝑃 𝑓𝑚),
average time of the queries it serves (𝑇𝑚), and percentage of
workload (𝑊𝑚): 𝐶 =

∑
𝑚∈𝑀 1/𝑃 𝑓𝑚 × 𝑇𝑚 ×𝑊𝑚 . For INFaaS,

there is one model, and𝑊 is 100%; Cocktail uses multiple
models (𝑀), and each𝑊𝑚 is 100% without auto-scaling; for
Tabi, the workload handled by the small model (𝑊𝑠 ) is 100%
while the large model’s𝑊𝑙 < 100% (see §7.3.2). We test the
throughput (queries per second) using the workload pattern
described before which has no queuing, batching, or scaling.

7.2 Overall Performance
Table 2 summarizes the evaluation results. We set the target
accuracy of tasks to be rather high to reflect Tabi’s scope of
serving accuracy-demanding applications that require LLMs.

Accuracy. For all tasks, Tabi achieves the LLM-grade ac-
curacy targets. Compared to INFaaS, which uses LLMs to
serve all queries, and Cocktail, which uses an ensemble of
models, Tabi’s accuracy difference is within 1% on average.
Tabi can balance latency and accuracy by accurately offload-
ing the confident queries. As a result, early returned queries
have a similar accuracy whether served by efficient models
or LLMs (detailed analysis in §7.3.2). For the challenging
queries which would have degraded quality if served by
small models, Tabi utilizes LLMs and ensemble learning to
ensure accuracy (details in §7.3.3 and §7.3.4).

Latency. Tabi drastically reduces the average inference la-
tency by 21% to 40% compared to INFaaS across various tasks.
Compared to the recent Cocktail, Tabi also achieves an 11%-
26% average latency reduction. Figure 7 shows the detailed
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Method SST-2 MNLI (-mm) RTE QQP MRPC CoLA QNLI STS-B MASSIVE CLINC

Tgt. acc. (%) - 95 90 85 92 90 65 94 92 92 97

Accuracy
(%)

INFaaS 96.1 91.2 86.6 92.3 90.9 67.6 94.7 92.4 92.5 97.3
Cocktail 95.4 90.4 85.2 92.1 90.0 65.1 94.3 92.1 92.1 97.0
Tabi 95.6 90.4 86.0 92.1 90.1 65.2 94.6 92.0 92.1 97.0

Latency
(ms)

INFaaS 22.0 25.8 38.1 25.4 24.9 22.5 26.0 21.2 20.9 21.3
Cocktail 17.8 22.9 34.7 20.8 20.2 18.2 22.3 17.5 15.4 17.2
Tabi 13.2 20.3 30.0 16.0 16.5 15.7 18.7 13.4 13.5 14.8

Estimated
cost & tput

INFaaS 11.6/42.7 13.3/36.1 19.5/24.6 13.2/36.3 13.2/36.4 11.8/40.7 13.5/35.5 11.4/41.9 11.2/42.4 11.5/41.8
Cocktail 9.4/53.2 15.3/40.0 20.3/26.8 11.7/43.7 12.1/44.0 10.7/50.1 12.8/40.6 9.6/53.0 9.5/55.9 10.5/52.9
Tabi 5.8/63.8 9.3/42.1 14.2/29.2 7.2/53.5 7.9/52.2 6.5/53.8 8.8/46.5 6.0/62.2 5.9/61.9 6.3/59.3

Latency
reduction (%) - 40/26 22/11 21/12 37/23 34/18 30/14 28/16 37/23 35/12 30/14

Table 2. Summary of evaluation tasks. Compared to INFaaS, Tabi achieves 21%-40% average inference latency reduction while
meeting the demanding accuracy target. Compared to Cocktail, Tabi also reduces the latency by 11%-26%. In our static setting,
Tabi can reduce the estimated cost by 27%-50% and 30%-39% and increase the throughput by 16%-49% and 5%-20% respectively.
The costs are estimated using the packing factor (Pf ).

latency performance. The 75% and 99% tail latencies are im-
portant to large-scale systems, while the 25% and median
latencies are also crucial to ML analytics since many appli-
cations favor “freshness” when the follow-up analysis can
be updated when new results arrive [21]. Tabi significantly
reduces the 25% and median latencies by up to 62% and 45%
compared to INFaaS and Cocktail, thus is especially effective
for agile NLP applications. We also achieve better tail latency
than INFaaS and close to Cocktail which expressly focuses
on parallel execution. Tabi works well for tasks with 10+
classes (e.g., MASSIVE and CLINC150) since the dispatcher
can well handle multi-class confidence calibration.

Estimated cost and throughput. Tabi can reduce the
cloud serving cost and support higher throughput by running
fewer LLMs. As explained in §7.1, we estimate the cost of
models normalized by datasets using the same GPU testbed
assuming the workloads and hardware are well scheduled
so that the cost of running each model is relative to its us-
age fraction of the device. Tabi reduces the cost 𝐶 by 27%
to 50% and 30% to 39% compared to INFaaS and Cocktail
respectively. Cocktail sometimes gets higher costs than IN-
FaaS since more base-size models are used; Cocktail uses
auto-scaling for dynamic workloads to reduce costs which is
not activated with our static query pattern. For single data
inference workload, Tabi generally improves the throughput;
compared to INFaaS and Cocktail, we can serve 16% to 49%
and 5% to 20% more queries.

7.3 Performance Breakdown
We deep dive into the performance of each system compo-
nent on two representative datasets, SST-2 and MNLI, to
explain our design choices. We define task difficulty as the
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Figure 7. Latency breakdown. Each box shows the 25%,
median, and 75% latencies; whiskers plot the 1% and 99%
non-outlier values. Tabi largely reduces the median and 25%
latency and maintains the tail latency compared to INFaaS.

accuracy gap between using small models and LLMs rather
than the absolute accuracy. SST-2 is a relatively simple sen-
timent analysis task with two labels, while MNLI is a more
challenging natural language inference (NLU) taskwith three
labels where LLMs perform much better than small models.

7.3.1 Candidate Selection and Hyperparameters. We
find that for all the evaluated tasks, Tabi always selects the
inference engine with two levels: an efficient DNN and an LLM,
skipping the base-size models in Table 1. For example, for
SST-2 Tabi selects DistilBERT and RoBERTa-large, while for
MNLI, Tabi selects DistilBERT and DeBERTa-large. No candi-
date uses DeBERTa-xlarge for its very limited improvement
over the large version, nor BERT-large over other modern ar-
chitectures. Similarly, INFaaS mostly selects RoBERTa-large,
and Cocktail selects multiple base and small models.

Our model profiling and selection bound Tabi’s overhead;
thus, it favors a two-level structure over more levels. As
shown in Figure 7, using two models can strike a balance
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between workload sharing (reducing average latency) and
system overhead (maintaining a comparable tail latency). We
analyze the performance of using three models in §7.5.

In addition to models, this step sets the Tabi hyperparame-
ters. For example, it chooses the dispatcher cut-off threshold
𝑐 of 0.95 for SST-2 and 0.85 for MNLI and pruning scale 𝛼 of
0.7 and 0.9. A larger 𝑐 lets the first model level return more
queries with high confidence: 89% of queries of SST-2 have
confidence above 0.9, while only 52% have such high con-
fidence for MNLI. A larger 𝛼 prunes more words for larger
latency reduction. We test the sensitivity in detail in §7.4.

7.3.2 Workload Sharing with Dispatcher. After going
through the first-level DNN, the probabilistic dispatcher
reads the calibrated confidence score and decides whether to
return the outputs directly. A good dispatcher should return
as many easy queries as possible to produce fresh results.
Meanwhile, the accuracy gap between using efficient models
and LLMs should be small for early returned queries and
large for re-routed ones so that they can get what they need.

For SST-2, Tabi serves 69.8% of queries only using a small
DNN while achieving 97.7% and 91.4% accuracies for re-
turned and re-routed queries. To understand this perfor-
mance, we also test alternatively serving early returned
queries with an LLM (as INFaaS does) and serving re-routed
queries with a small model and find the accuracies to be
98.7% and 76.2%. Their 1.0% and 15.2% gaps show that we
correctly assign the right DNNs to heterogeneous queries.
For the more challenging MNLI task, Tabi early returns

49.4% of the queries. This is because LLMs have a large ad-
vantage over efficient DNNs for more difficult tasks. Tabi
achieves 96.1% and 85.5% accuracies for each level, while
if we switch the models, the accuracy would be 96.8% and
71.3%; the gaps are ideally 0.7% and 14.2%. To summarize,
Tabi achieves minimal accuracy loss (within 1%) for early re-
turned queries, suggesting that our dispatcher can correctly
distinguish the easy queries from the rest.
Figure 7 also shows the modest drawback of Tabi: Com-

pared to the largely optimized 25% and median latencies, the
tail latency does not improve much compared to INFaaS and
is not as good as Cocktail. This is because Tabi sequentially
runs DNNs for a limited number of queries while Cocktail
always runs in parallel. That being said, our attention-aware
pruning successfully reduces overheads and dismisses the
concern of slowing down the tail performance of LLMs.

7.3.3 Tail Latency Reduction With Attention. By re-
using the attention weights of the small DNN to prune input
words, we can accelerate LLM inference of the re-routed
queries and thus reduce the tail latency. Table 3 shows the
performance of word pruning. For SST-2, by pruning the
14.2% least-attended words from 26 words per query on av-
erage to 22.3 words, we can reduce the execution latency of
LLM by 17%. The 0.3% accuracy loss on the re-routed queries
can be remedied by the weighted ensemble (see §7.3.4).

Task Word pruning
ratio (%)

LLM latency
reduction (%)

LLM accuracy
loss (%)

SST-2 14.2 17 0.3

MNLI 13.6 15.4 0.3
Table 3.Attention-basedword pruning reduces the inference
latency of LLMs with minimal accuracy loss and offsets the
extra small DNN overhead in the tail performance.

For MNLI, the performance of word pruning is similar.
One difference is that the NLU task of MNLI consists of
two separate sentences in a query rather than a single one.
We design Tabi for generality so that it can serve various
input formats and tokenizers by focusing on words rather
than tokens. As a result, optimizing the re-routed queries by
∼14% can approximately offset the overhead of sequentially
executing an efficient DNN (compared to INFaaS in Figure 7).

7.3.4 Weighted Multi-Level Ensemble. Rather than di-
rectly outputting the LLM predictions for re-routed queries,
we form a weighted ensemble of multi-level models whose
results are already available.We find that by weighted ensem-
bling both levels, we can improve the LLM accuracy by 0.4%
(91.4% to 91.8%) and 0.3% (85.5% to 85.8%) on these datasets
without extra DNN computations, neutralizing the accuracy
loss of the attention-based word pruning (see Table 3).

7.4 Sensitivity Analysis
Tabi automatically selects the hyperparameters in a candi-
date to achieve a balance: meeting the accuracy target while
having the lowest latency. Here we analyze the accuracy-
latency impact of 𝑐 and 𝛼 using alternative values, while the
ensemble weight𝑤 is directly set by ML guidelines (§4.3).

Dispatcher cut-off 𝑐 . Reducing 𝑐 from 1 will monoton-
ically but non-linearly increase the early-return ratio. In
Figure 8, by moving 𝑐 from 0.75 to 0.85 and 0.95, 92.4%, 87.4%,
and 69.8% of queries in SST-2 are early returned, thus increas-
ing both accuracy and latency. Tabi sets 𝑐 to 0.95 to meet
the accuracy target (95%). For MNLI, the patterns are similar:
59.4%, 49.4%, and 16.0% of queries are early returned, but the
accuracy does not significantly improve when 𝑐 increases to
0.95, which is why Tabi sets 𝑐 to 0.85 to balance latency.

Word pruning ratio 𝛼 . Increasing 𝛼 will prune more
words from LLMs’ inputs, e.g., 3.8%, 14.2%, and 62.5% of
words are removed using 𝛼 = 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 for SST-2. For
SST-2, there is an exception that the accuracy when 𝛼 = 0.7
is slightly higher than 𝛼 = 0.5. We assume this is because
pruning a few words removes the noise in the data, and
the accuracy resumes decreasing when 𝛼 = 0.8 when some
useful words are affected (not shown in the figure).
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Figure 8. Impact of different 𝑐 on the combined accuracy
and latency. Selected values are in bold.
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7.5 Discussion
System overheads. Tabi’s major overhead is running an

extra DNN for re-routed queries, which has been analyzed in
detail. We find that non-DNN overheads are minimal: Tabi’s
control logic (e.g., Equation 4, 5, and 6) constantly takes less
than or around 5ms per query, mostly on obtaining attention
weights, plus small tensor (e.g., softmax logits) operations.
Compared to the standard profiling, Tabi runs each model
∼2.5 times on average to test 𝛼 with our variable reusing
design at the same level of tens of minutes as INFaaS.

Compared to ML-native optimizations. We differenti-
ate Tabi from model compression and adaptive inference
by providing LLM-grade performance in model-less infer-
ence without per-model customization. Tabi works well with
optimized models (Table 1) by using them as the efficient
level, exploiting their speed andmaking up for their accuracy
losses.We evaluate an early-exit optimization, DeeBERT [80],
as shown in Table 4. While DeeBERT provides two optimized
base-size models out of the box which cannot meet our tar-
get accuracy, it shows 11%-40% latency reduction and <1%
accuracy loss compared to its own baselines. Tabi performs
better than the stock DeeBERT because early-exit requires
customization expertise and fine-tuning, and thus has limited
model choices. In addition, we customize and train an LLM-
size DeeBERT model with RoBERTa-large, which in theory
should have higher efficiency given Tabi’s system design.
We find that the early-exit LLM does not show a clear ad-
vantage in Table 4 because Tabi achieves extra gain through

Task Tabi DeeBERT-
BERT-base

DeeBERT-
RoBERTa-base

DeeBERT*-
RoBERTa-L

SST-2 95.6/40% 93/40% 94.4/26% 95.9/38%

MNLI 90.4/22% 83.9/14% 87/19% 90.4/24%

Table 4. Accuracy (%) and latency reduction of Tabi and
DeeBERT [80]. Tabi has similar performance even compared
to a customized LLM. * denotes requiring ML expertise.

Accuracy
(%)

Mean
latency

Median
latency

99%
latency

Level return
distribution

90.2
(-0.2%)

22.0
(+8.4%)

12.7
(-2.3%)

49.4
(+70.3%)

45.6%/36.8%
/17.6%

Table 5. Compared to Tabi’s two-level decision, using three
models invokes the LLM less but prohibitively increases the
tail latency by 70.3%, and so does the mean.

attention-based word pruning. Nevertheless, early-exit will
perform better when accuracy targets are relaxed and not
requiring LLMs, as discussed in the next paragraph. Users
can apply a cost-benefit analyzer (e.g., LiteReconfig [83]) on
top of our profiling module to choose from system-based
and ML-native designs regarding the use case or incorpo-
rate it into Tabi’s controller to select candidates including
optimized models and benefit from Tabi’s architecture.

Relaxed target accuracy. For relaxed accuracy targets
that do not require LLMs and are out of our scope, we can
gracefully switch Tabi candidates to efficient single mod-
els. We test that the break-even points for SST-2 and MNLI
are 92% and 86% when Tabi has the same accuracy/latency
as a modern model, DeBERTa-small. Similarly, early-exit-
optimized RoBERTa-large can achieve 3% more latency re-
duction than Tabi only when accuracy targets are relaxed
under 91% and 87% respectively at the cost of giving up
model-less inference. Therefore, early-exit works best for
dedicated tasks with less strict accuracy requirements.

Using three levels. In our evaluation, Tabi rules out using
three or more models for exceeding tail latency. Here we
analyze the latency performance of using three models (with
DeBERTa-base) in Tabi for MNLI and the same setting. We
find that although the middle-sized model can further reduce
the workload of the LLM from 50.6% to 17.6%, the 99% tail
latency increases by 70.3% for serving challenging queries
with an extra model, making token pruning irrelevant and
this candidate impractical.

8 Related Work and Potential Extensions
DNN inference systems. INFaaS [57] and Cocktail [31]

are all-around inference systems that have been discussed in
12
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detail. Clipper [15] is an early generalized inference system
that serves different application-level targets. PRETZEL [45],
Nexus [62], and TurboTransformers [23] focus on low-level
DNN execution efficiency which are complementary to our
work. sensAI [73] uses pruning to decompose a large model
into multiple binary classifiers to utilize more computation
devices. Clockwork [30] reduces the variability of GPU in-
ference latency by re-ordering queries based on their targets
and avoiding interference. MArk [86] focuses on cost-aware
resource procurement policies while managing the objec-
tives of the task. Many research works exploit serverless
cloud computing for DNN inference [8, 64]. LiteFlow [87]
designs a kernel-space fast path for efficient model inference.

ML optimizations. Research on adaptive inference, in-
cluding early-exit [80, 89] which reduces the depth of DNN
computation, and token pruning [29, 74] which shrinks the
data span, has been discussed in detail (§4 and §7.5). The sim-
ilar ideas of optimizing data (i.e., words or pixels) have been
discussed in CV systems [46, 76–78]. Someworks focus on re-
ducing the computational cost of the attention [66, 84] which
are orthogonal to our work. Newmodel architectures [38, 59]
and compression techniques [28, 67] (e.g., quantization) try
to reduce the cost of LLMs while preserving their accuracy.
Tabi can serve them as candidates.

Potential extensions. Vision Transformers (ViTs) are a
new group of models that adapt this NLP architecture to
computer vision (CV) tasks like image classification [20].
Tabi should achieve comparable speedup when serving ViTs,
since they scale up similarly to LLMs [85], and our techni-
cal dependencies, especially attention-based token pruning,
have been recently explored on ViTs [39, 55]. For other mod-
els (e.g., CNNs), the benefits of Tabi will not be significant,
and the tail latency may not get offset, as our designs are
motivated by the scaling characteristics and the attention
mechanism that are unique to Transformers.

9 Conclusion
Delivering LLMs’ top-grade accuracy with model-less infer-
ence systems causes huge overheads. Tabi can reduce the
latency of serving LLMs while maintaining accuracy by shar-
ing LLMs’ heterogeneous workload with efficient models
based on per-query feedback. Tabi uses attention to reduce
system overheads and tail latency. We evaluate Tabi on multi-
ple datasets and find that Tabi reduces the average inference
latency of LLMs by 21%-40% regarding SOTA systems.
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